Top-of-the-line sustainability.

The ThinkVision P27pz-30 Mini-LED Monitor makes an environment-friendly option. Additionally, the CO₂ offset service really allows you to go a step further in doing your part for the planet by leaving zero to minimal carbon footprint behind.

Additionally, the Lift, Tilt, Pivot, and Swivel stand lets you adjust the monitor to your preferred ergonomic position.

Top-of-the-line visuals

The ThinkVision P27pz-30 Mini-LED Monitor’s combination of the In-Plane Switching panel and 3840 x 2160 resolution gives you the most vivid visuals for graphics and video content. You get the authentic HDR experience while viewing, thanks to the VESA certified HDR 1000 imaging technology. Editing accurately on this monitor is a breeze, thanks to its excellent color accuracy (Avg. Delta E<1) and color space coverage (99% DCI-P3, 99% Adobe RGB). Editing accurately on this monitor is a breeze, thanks to its excellent color accuracy (Avg. Delta E<1) and color space coverage (99% DCI-P3, 99% Adobe RGB).

Top-of-the-line connectivity

The availability of a plethora of input ports i.e. 2 x HDMI 2.1, 1 x DP 1.4, DP Out, USB4, and RJ45 let you connect your monitor to all of your peripherals, to the internet, and to additional monitors, allowing you to create the perfect setup for maximum productivity. Multitasking is important for many creators, and the ThinkVision P27pz-30 Mini-LED Monitor makes it effortless with the availability of a KVM switch and Picture-In-Picture and Picture-By-Picture support. Its compatibility with the ThinkVision VoIP Stack lets you enjoy enhanced audio and video quality if required. Finally, the ergonomic stand lets you adjust the monitor to perfectly suit your preferred seating position.

Top-of-the-line sustainability

Technical advancement doesn’t have to compromise our planet’s natural balance. With the use of recycled metal in the design, smart energy and brightness tuning for energy savings, and bio-based³ plastic-free materials in the packaging, the ThinkVision P27pz-30 Mini-LED Monitor makes an environment-friendly option. Additionally, the CO₂ offset service really allows you to go a step further in doing your part for the planet by leaving zero to minimal carbon footprint behind. Additionally, the Lift, Tilt, Pivot, and Swivel stand lets you adjust the monitor to your preferred ergonomic position.

1 Listed as maximum capacity of power delivery. Actual capacity of power delivery may vary depending upon devices connected or monitor configuration, and may decline with downstream USB ports connected or higher brightness setting.

2 Sold separately.

3 Partly.

**Features of ThinkVision P27pz-30 Mini-LED Monitor**

- 5° / 23.5° Tilt
- 155 mm Lift
- ±45° Swivel
- 90° Pivot
- USB Type-A (BC)
- Audio Out
- USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type-A
- USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type-C
- Power
- HDMI 2.1 DP 1.4 DP Out
- USB4
- Ethernet
- Kensington Lock
ThinkVision P27pz-30 Mini-LED Monitor

Display
Panel Size 27-inch
Panel Type 3-side Borderless In-Plane Switching
Backlight WLED
Aspect Ratio 16:9
Resolution 3840 x 2160
Viewing Angle (H x V @ CR 10:1) 178° / 178°
Refresh Rate 60Hz
Brightness (Typical) 600 cd/m²
Brightness (Peak) 1200 cd/m²
Contrast Ratio (Typical) 1000:1
Dynamic Contrast Ratio (Typical) 3,514
Color Gamut (Coverage Ratio) 99% DCI-P3 (CIE 1976), 99% Adobe RGB, 80.5% BT2020
Color Support (Typical) 1.07 Billion
Color Depth 10-bit (8+FRC)
HDMI Compliance Yes (DisplayHDR™ 1000, HDR10, HLG)
Local Dimming Yes (1152 zones)
Anti-Glare Yes

Connectivity
Video Signal 1 x USB4 (40 Gbps)
2 x HDMI 2.1
1 x DP 1.4
Audio Signal 1 x Audio Out (3.5 mm)
USB Hub Yes
Ethernet Yes (100/1000/1000M)
USB Upstream 1 x USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type-C
1 x USB4 Type-C
USB Downstream 4 x USB 3.2 Gen 2: Type-A (1 x BC1.2)
1 x USB 3.2 Gen 2 Type-C (Up to 15W)
Audio Out (3.5 mm)
USB Hub Yes
USB4 (DP Alt Mode) Power Delivery¹
Up to 140W (PD3.1)
USB Type-C² (Downstream) Power Delivery²
Up to 15W
Smart Power
USB Hub Yes
USB Type-C² (Downstream) Power Delivery²
Up to 15W

Mechanical
Tilt Angle (Front / Back) -5° / 23.5°
Swivel Angle (Left / Right) -45° / 45°
Lift (Max. Range) 155 mm
Pivot 90°
VESA Mount Capability Yes (100 x 100 mm)
Kensington Lock Slot Yes
Cable Management Yes

Multimedia
Modular Camera/Speaker Support Yes (Optional Support³)

Special Features
Factory Calibration Yes (Avg. Delta E<1)
PIP/PBP Yes
KVM Switch Yes

Software
Lenovo ThinkColour
(Lenovo Display Control Center)⁴
Smart Sensor Yes (Ambient Light Sensor, Human Detection Sensor)

Power
USB4 (DP Alt Mode) Power Delivery¹
Up to 140W (PD3.1)
USB Type-C² (Downstream) Power Delivery²
Up to 15W
Smart Power

1 Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 1; 10 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 2x2.
² USB Type-C and USB-C are registered trademarks of USB Implementers Forum.
³ Compatible with ThinkVision VoIP Stack MC60 Monitor Webcam and HS30 Monitor Soundbar.
⁴ This software can only be used with Windows 10 & Windows 11.
⁵ Listed as maximum capacity of power delivery. Actual capacity of power delivery may vary depending upon devices connected or monitor configuration, and may decline with downstream USB ports connected or higher brightness setting.
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